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ABSTRACT 
Conditions for a nonsingular matrix to have a block Toeplitz inverse are obtained. 
A simpler criterion for a block Toeplitz matrix to have a block Toeplitz inverse is also 
given. The results generalize those of Hung and Cline for Toeplitz matrices with 
scalar entries, for which alternative statements and proofs are also indicated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Huang and Cline [5] obtained simple criteria for recognizing an inverse of 
a Toeplitz matrix with scalar entries. They had two main results. 
THEOREM A. Let S = (sij)y, j=O be nonsingular, and let so0 be different 
from zero. Ther, S-’ is Toeplitz if and only if 
(a) S is persymmetric, 
(b) the Schur complement of so0 is persymmetric. 
A matrix S is persymmetric if 
sij = s n- j,n-i* (1) 
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and the Schur complement of so0 is the matrix 
1: 
S($ [so1 ... SO”]. (2) 
s nl ..* 
When the matrix S is itself Toeplitz, the criterion becomes even simpler. 
THEOREM B. Let S = (si _ j)y, j-o be a rwnsingular Toeplitz matrix, and 
let so be different j&m zero. Then S - ’ is Toeplitz if and only if the matrix S 
admits the representation 
at, at,_, ... so 
(Such matrices are called k-circulant with k = a/b for 
bt,_. = s,+r, r=O,l,..., n-l. 
This terminology was introduced by Philip Davis.) Recently Greville [3] 
pointed out that Theorem B remains true also when so = 0. 
In this note, we shall relate these criteria to certain results on the so called 
displacement structure of matrices (see Kailath, Kung, and Morf [6]), and to 
some results of Gohberg, Semen&, and Heinig [l, 21 on Toeplitz matrix 
inversion. This recognition will allow us to provide alternative proofs of the 
above results, and more importantly to generalize them to the case of block 
matrices. 
Kailath, Kung, and Morf [6] defined the displacement of a matrix S as 
where 
JS=S-ZSZ’, (3a) 0 0 ... 0 0 
1 0 *e. 0 0 
z= 0 1 ... 0 0 
I 1 . . . . . . . . . . 0 (j ..: ; ;, (3b) 
and the prime denotes the transpose or block transpose of a matrix. In this 
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language, Theorem A can be reformulated as follows: 
THEOREM Al. A nonsingular matrix S with so0 different from zero has a 
Toeplitz inverse if and only if the displacement of S has the form 
JS = s&)’ ~~;],s_>sO1 >...> %- ~jo,s”O ,...> slOI . (4) 
\ I 
This theorem follows immediately from the Gohberg-Semencul formula 
on Toeplitz matrix inversion (see [l, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.3]), and a 
straightforward calculation will show that the conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem A are equivalent to (4). 
Theorem B (with no restriction on so) also follows immediately from the 
following representation theorem contained implicitly in [l, p. 971. 
THEOREMA~. A nonsingular matrix S has a Toeplitz inverse if and only 
if it admits the representation 
where the notation is 
0 
a0 
a n-l 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
0 
11 
. > 
a0 
and U[a,a,.a,] is the transpose (or block transpose) of L[a,a,.a,]. 
Indeed, it is shown on p. 97 of [l] that for a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix 
T = { ti _ j } r, j=O there exist numbers 77 and [ such that the larger Toeplitz 
matrix 
711 5 
--+--__ 
I 17 
I t-, 
I ’ 
’ : 
i t-1 
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is also nonsingular. Therefore, the necessity of Theorem A.2 immediately 
follows from Theorem 7.2 of [l]. The sufficiency of Theorem A.2 follows from 
Theorem 7.3 of [l] applied to vectors 
[x ()‘“” x,,~,+~l and [-q,,...,z,,x,]. 
In the following section we shall summarize some relevant results from a 
paper [2] by Gohberg and Heinig, which is not yet available in English. Then 
in the third section we shall present generalizations of the results of Huang 
and Cline to the block case. We should remark that we have recently found a 
new criterion for a matrix to be a Toeplitz inverse in the book of Heinig and 
Rost [4]: 
THEOREM A3. Let S = { sij}y, j=o be nonsingular, and let s denote the 
bordered (n + 2) x (n + 2) matrix 
I 0 
s= 
s I: 1 I 10. ---------I__ 0 . . . 010 
Then S ~ ’ is Toeplitz if and only if 3 has displacement rank 2. 
However, it is not clear as yet how this criterion can be extended to the 
block case. 
2. GOHBERG-HEINIG RESULTS ON BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRIX 
INVERSION 
THEOREM GH-1. Assume for a p x p block Toeplitz matrix T that the 
equations 
TX= [I,0 ,..., O]‘, (54 
y’T= [I,0 ,..., 0]‘, (5b) 
T’z = [I,0 )...) O]‘, (5c) 
w’T’= [Z,O,...,O]’ (54 
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have solutions 
x’= [x0,x1,..., 4~ y’= [YO>Y1MY,l~ 
z’= [Z,,Z,,...J,l> w’= [W~,W1>...>W,l, 
and that either x0 or z0 is invertible, say x0. Then the matrix T, and also .zO, 
are invertible, and the inverse of T is given by the formula 
T-~1=L[x,x,~x,]x,‘U[y,y,~y,]-L[Oz,~z,]z,’U[Ow,~w,], 
6) 
or equivalently 
AT -‘= [xoxl.xn]‘xol[yoyl.yn]- [O~..z~]‘z~~[Ow~.w~]. (6b) 
Let us remark that x is the first column of T I, y’ is its first row, z is its 
rotated last column, and w’ is its rotated last row. 
Properties of the Solutions of Equations (5) 
For notational convenience in the sequel we shall let X{ ’ and z[ ’ also 
stand for the block diagonal matrices XL ‘I and z; ‘1. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following equalities hold: 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf the equality (8) holds and the matrix 
is invertible, then so is the matrix 
Ml1 M12 
M=M M, 
[ 1 21 22 (9) 
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THEOREM GH-2. Let 
x+[xo Xl ... %I, y’= [y. Yl ... ?&I, 
z’= [z. z1 ... Z”], w’=[wg Wl ... W”] 
be given block vectors such that x,,, y,, zO, and wO are invertible. For a block 
Toeplitz matrix T to exist such that the vectors x, y, z, and w satisfy the 
equations (5), it is necessary and sufficient that 
(a) x0 = y, and zO = wO, 
(b) the equalities (7) and (8) hold, 
(c) the matrix M in (9) is invertible. 
When these conditions are met, the matrix T -’ is uniquely defined by (6). 
3. MATRICES WITH BLOCK TOEPLITZ INVERSES 
The above results of Gohberg and Heinig lead to the following generaliza- 
tions of Theorems A, B to the block case. 
THEOREM 1. A non-singular matrix S partitioned into p x p blocks sii, 
with so0 non-singular, has a block Toe-plitz inverse if and only if 
ti) s,, is nonsingular, 
(ii) the block displacement of S has the form 
%o 
310 
_Is= . I: Is&)l[soo so1 . . . Son1 S tI0 
0 
SOfl I: 1 - . GV s,o ... snn-ll> (10) Sn-1" 
Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem GH-1 and the properties of 
the solutions of Equations (5). Let now conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) be satisfied. 
Then it follows from (10) [cf. (7)] that 
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L[sooS1”.S,OISOOILISOnSgn-l.SOOl =LISOnSln.S,“lS,lLIS,“S,,-l.S,O1, 
(11) 
Lb Id, - 10’ %MJ~OOIL[~OO~“l~~O”l = L[~,, ,~ ”~~O”l~,lL[~“O~,l.~“,l. 
(12) 
From (13) it can be seen that the block Schur complement of so0 [cf. (2)] is of 
the form 
L[W,,. S”-lOISOOIUISOOSO1.Sgn-ll 
-LISOnSl”.S,-Inl~,lUIS”OS”l.Snn-ll. (14) 
Since S and so0 are nonsingular, so also is the Schur complement of sm. 
Moreover, it follows from the results of Section 2 that the nonsingularity of 
(14) implies the nonsingularity of the matrix 
where 
Ml, = -%KP,o-S” - ,ol P ML?= Lbo”%~~“-hl~ 
%=ww”1.S”“-ll~ M22=G3o%,%3n~,l. 
Therefore it follows from Theorem GH-2 of Section 2 that S - ’ is Toeplitz. w 
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THEOREM 2. A nonsingular block Toeplitz matrix S = (si _ j)y, j=O with sO 
nonsingular has a block Toeplitz inverse if and only if the following equality 
holds: 
s-n 
s - (n ~ 1) 
s-1 I -1 so [sl s2 ... s, 1 05) 
Proof. Let S and S ’ be Toeplitz, and let J denote the block transposi- 
tion matrix 
Then since 
we have 
JS-~=(S-‘)‘J and JS=S’J, 
S’= [(s-l)‘] -l (16) 
Here ’ denotes the block transpose. 
It follows from (16) that the Gohberg-Heinig representation formula (6) 
can be rewritten as 
Since S is block Toeplitz, we have 
XiX~lYj=Yn_i+lr~lrn~j+l, i,j=l n, ,... 
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which can be put together as 
Yfl 
*a ?Y1 Y2 ... yn] = Y-’ x,‘[x, x,-r . . . x,], 
I. 1 
or, multiplying by J from the right, 
Xl 
1 
Y" 
x2 Ii -1 Yn-1 _1 x0 [Y, Yn-1 ... Yll= xrl I! Ixn [x1 x2 ... x,]. Yl 
Now let the equality (15) hold. Then the matrix 
S= L[s,s,~s”]s,‘u[s,s~,~ S_n]-LIOs_.~s_,]x,‘UIOs,~s,] 
is also block Toephtz and therefore must coincide with S, as they have the 
same first row and column. From Theorem GH-2 of Section 2 it follows that 
the matrix S, and hence S, has a Toeplitz inverse. The theorem is proved. n 
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